
P A R T S  R E Q U I R E D

S H I B U I  
R O O M  D I V I D E R 
A S S E M B LY  I N S T R U C T I O N S

Created in Melbourne from sustainably forested Birch and  
Tasmanian Oak, your Shibui shelf is an exercise in simple, subtle  
and unobtrusive beauty. 

A
6 x single shelves 
(650x360x18mm)

B
3 x mid shelves 
(1710x360x18mm)

D 2 x long shelves (2240x360x18mm)

F 10 x long oak leg dowels

G 
22 x 
dowel plugs

F 
68 x 
brass inserts

E 
68 x 
screws

1 x Hex Key



H O W  T O  A S S E M B L E

Shibui Room Divider is best put together with company, so find a friend before you get started. 

P A R T  1 

Find a soft floor surface such as a rug or carpet. Rest one of the large shelves flat on the floor with the underside 
facing up. Insert the 8 long oak dowels into the circular openings on the on the floor so all the tops (see diagram) 
are facing up. Insert a screw into each opening and fasten with the Hex key provided until they are firmly in place.

Important 

When fastening the screws for the top of the Shibui please do not over fasten as this can damage the oak 
dowels. Tighten the screws until the shelving feels secure and steady. 

Underside facing up

Top

Bottom
(note extra length 

below last hole)



P A R T  2 

Whilst the structure is resting on the floor slide the first single shelf onto the leg dowels and rest at the second 
opening in the leg dowels. Middle holes line up with the opening in the single shelf. Insert a screw into each  
opening and fasten with the Hex key provided until they are firmly in place. Repeat for the second single shelf. 
 
Note This shelving is precision cut. When sliding onto the next shelf, place shelf legs at even heights at all 
time and always apply even pressure when threading onto legs. 

P A R T  3 

Repeat the above process with all other shelves (including securing 
with screws) as per diagram and in this order until each shelf is in place. 

(1) Thread mid shelf into  
 third opening in leg dowels

(2) Thread 2 x single shelves  
 into fourth opening

(3) Thread mid shelf into fifth  
 opening 

(4) Thread single shelf into  
 sixth opening

(5) Thread mid shelf into  
 seventh opening 

(6) Thread single shelf into  
 eighth opening

(7) Thread long shelf shelf  
 onto eighth opening
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P A R T  4 
 
Carefully turn the structure over. The brass pins can be pushed into place in the openings where each shelf meets 
with the oak supports. The remaining open elements on the oak supports can be inserted with the small oak plugs 
provided. 

P R O D U C T  C A R E 

Like a person, the materials we have selected for your Shibui have their own idiosyncrasies and this personality will 
develop over time. Timbers take some time to stabilise both while they are being produced, and after you take 
them home. Timbers will absorb varying degrees of moisture depending on their environment (e.g. humid areas 
create higher moisture absorption, whereas timbers in air conditioned or cooler areas are generally drier). Changes 
in environment over time can create expansions and contractions in the wood, and cracking or warping is not 
uncommon. This, along with naturally occurring knots, gum veins or variations, is not an indication of an inferior 
product, but simply a feature of the changing face of this natural material. 

For general care we recommend dusting with a clean, dry cloth, or wiping down with soft cloth wrung dry from 
plain water (leaving the surface dry after cleaning). 

Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight as this may alter the colour of the product.


